### Core Courses (16)
- CD 660  CHINESE PREACHING I
- CD 702  WORKING WITH PEOPLE
- CD 761  WORSHIP IN THE CHINESE CHURCH
- CS 501  PEOPLE AS SOCIAL & CULTURAL BEINGS
- CS 502  CHURCH AS A SOCIAL & CULTURAL INSTITUTION
- IC 501  PERSPECTIVES IN MISSION
- NT 503  READING THE NEW TESTAMENT (*sub: any NT course)
- NT 504  GREEK BIBLE & WESTERN MEDITERR WORLD
- NT 505  HERMENEUTICS
- OT 503  READING THE OLD TESTAMENT (*sub: any OT course)
- OT 504  HEBREW BIBLE & EASTERN MEDITERR WORLD
- SF 505  PERSONAL / THEOL FOUNDATIONS FOR MINISTRY
- TH 501  BIBLICAL THEOLOGY
- TH 502  THEOLOGY IN GLOBAL CONTEXT
- TH 605  HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY (*sub: TH 721 Historical
- UR 601  CHURCH IN THE URBAN WORLD

### Bible & Theology Track Courses (6)
- OT/NT 501  BIBLICAL HEBREW or NT GREEK: ELEMENTS
- OT/NT 502  BIBLICAL HEBREW or NT GREEK: INTRO TO EXEG
- OT  OT BOOK STUDY (in Hebrew if following Hebrew track)
- NT  NT BOOK STUDY (in Greek if following Greek track)
- TH 601  SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY I: GOD & HUMANITY
- TH 602  SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY II: CHRIST / CHURCH

### Professional Development Courses (6)
- CD 760  CHINESE PREACHING II
- CD 762  LEADERSHIP & PAST MIN FOR CHINESE CHURCH
- CD 763  PLANTING & GROWING HEALTHY CHIN CHURCHES
- TH 660  THEOL & CULT ISSUES IN THE CHINESE CHURCH
- TH 661  DEVEL OF CHINESE CHURCH TO 21ST CENTURY
- Elective (1)